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Vital health information in a minute

Can stress make you sick?
When you’re stressed out, the body responds with physical warning signs. Too much stress may trigger headaches, muscle
tension, neck or back pain, upset stomach and sleep problems. When stress is left unchecked, your risk for disease is
higher. Chronic stress may lead to high blood pressure, heart disease, obesity and diabetes.1
Stress can affect your body in some surprising ways:

Stress less, feel better

1. You’re more likely to catch a cold. Research suggests
that people with more stress have lower immune
response when exposed to cold viruses. When you’re
stressed out, your body’s inflammation levels go up,
making it easier for you to develop cold symptoms.2

Try these techniques to reduce stress:

2. Wounds may take longer to heal. Women under
chronic stress of caregiving for a loved one with
Alzheimer’s or dementia took nine days longer to heal
from a small skin wound. Dental students healed more
slowly during exam time than when they were on
vacation. And for couples, a half-hour marital dispute
slowed the healing of blisters.3
3. You may gain weight. The body releases a hormone
called cortisol when under stress, and high levels of
this hormone may lead to a thicker waistline.4
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Run (or walk) a mile. Exercise can loosen up tense
muscles and releases those feel-good chemicals
known as endorphins.
Crack a smile. Even if you have to “fake it until you
make it,” smiling instead of frowning can help relieve
tension.
Try pet therapy. Spending time with a dog or cat can
help you relax and de-stress.
Crank up the tunes. Let yourself get lost in the music
and block out whatever is stressing you out.
Call an old friend. Share your problems – or just talk
about the weather. Either way, making a connection
can help relieve stress.
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This is intended to be general health information and not medical advice or services. You should consult your doctor
for medical advice or services, including seeking advice prior to undertaking a new diet or exercise program.
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